1. Each science fair project must have a written abstract using this format
2. Abstracts must be typed and should be held to ≈ 250 words on one page

Title of Your Science Fair Project:

Abstract: Your Science Fair Abstract Should Follow This Order:

• Problem Statement: This statement should briefly define your topic. What was your hypothesis and what did you hope to find out during your experiment?

• Procedures: How did you test your hypothesis? Identify all variables and controls. Explain your step-by-step procedure. (No more than 2-3 sentences.)

• Analysis of Data: Summarize the observations and data gathered during your experiment. What did your charts and graphs indicate? (No more than 2-3 sentences.)

• Conclusion: What did you find out about your hypothesis or problem? Briefly explain how your data led you to accept or reject your hypothesis. Also explain if there were any problems in your research. You may also add a sentence about possible further experimentation or how your research could be used in the real world.